“Custom Extruder of Close Tolerance Profiles”

- Custom Profiles and Shapes
- Co-Extrusion Profiles
- Painting
- Machining

EXTRUTECHEL PLASTICS, INC.
• Since 1992, specializing in the production of high quality, custom designed, complex, hollow and foam filled PVC profiles. As a custom extruder, Extrutech's personnel have over 22 years experience working with rigid and thermoplastic polymers. Our specialty is the design and manufacturing of close tolerance profiles utilizing state-of-the-art extrusion tooling and equipment. Extrutech can produce profiles up to 40” wide and 7” high, to any length. Extrutech is located in a new facility that incorporates the latest in production technologies and efficiencies. Whatever your project might be, Extrutech Plastics can take your idea from the initial design stage through tooling production, part approval and finally to full scale profile production. Extrutech's staff of professionals can work with your staff to engineer the exact profile to fit your company's needs.

Quality Control / SPC

• Quality control is an integral part of the production process at Extrutech Plastics. By incorporating the principals of Statistical Process Control, Extrutech can produce consistent profiles that meet your demanding specifications, production run after production run. Extrutech has a fully computerized manufacturing plant which assures our customers of accurate, timely reporting whether it involves shipping documents, billing, quality control reports or production status of your order. Extrutech is ISO 9001-2008 certified.

Tooling

• Tooling is the key to obtaining high quality profiles, and Extrutech has tooling manufactured to precise specifications for its customers. Our extrusion toolmakers are the finest in the world, with over 40 years of experience in the production of high quality dies and calibrators. They use only the finest metals in the manufacturing process to insure long tool life. Once completed and approved, the finished dies and calibrators become the sole property of the customer once paid for. This practice is unlike most extrusion shops where the customer is only paying for a hole in the steel and does not own the finished tool.

Co-Extrusion / Custom Printing / Custom Painting / Machining

• Extrutech is capable of co-extrusion of flexibles on rigid or capping of substrate material with a topcoat finish of any color or shade. Custom printed profiles in line is no problem at Extrutech. Extrutech can also aid in custom packaging and bar code labeling for inventory and shipping purposes. Extrutech can also custom machine or weld profiles.

Extrutech Plastics services the following industries with high quality, rigid and expanded cellular PVC profiles:

- Furniture and Office Equipment
- Home Remodeling and New Construction
- Vinyl and Wood Window And Door
- Car Wash, Food and Dairy Industry
- Central Vacuum
- Lawn and Garden
- US Government Agencies
- Point of Purchase Displays
- Mobile Home
- Pre-Fab Home
- Modular Office
- Automotive
- Pipe
- Fencing
- Decking
- Storage Sheds
- Clean Rooms

At Extrutech Plastics, Inc. the customer is the boss and the only reason we are in business. Every project undertaken by Extrutech is executed with that philosophy in mind. From the initial product quotation through design, to tooling acquisition and final profile production, the customer is an active participant and is treated as part of the Extrutech Team.

Why not have Extrutech help you with your company’s next extrusion project. See the difference the Extrutech Team can provide to your finished product’s quality and your profits?

EXTRUTECH PLASTICS, INC.
5902 W Custer Street • Manitowoc, WI 54220
888-818-0118 • F 920-684-4344
www.epiplastics.com • info@epiplastics.com
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